Analysis of variance (ANOVA) and symmetric differences squared (SDS) methods for estimating genetic and environmental variances and covariances associated with beef cattle weaning weight were compared via simulation. Simulation was based on the pedigree and record structure of 503 beef weaning weights collected over 19 yr from a university herd. The SDS methodology was used with four models. The simplest model included direct (g) and maternal (gm) additive genetic effects, genetic covariance between direct and maternal additive genetic effects (aggm), permanent maternal environmental effects (m) and temporary environmental effects (e). The second model also allowed for a nonzero environmental covariance (arm m) between dam and offspring weaning weights. Models 3 and 4 were models 1 and 2, respectively, expanded to include a grandmaternal genetic effect (gn) and covariances aggn and agmgn. Two ANOVA solution sets for the parameters of model 4 were obtained using sire, dam, maternal grandsire, maternal grandam and phenotypic variances and offspring-dam (covOD), offspring-sire (covOS), offspring-grandam (covOGD), and offspring-maternal half-aunt or uncle (covOMH) covariances. Four ANOVA solution sets for the parameters of model 2 were obtained using sire, dam, within darn and maternal grandsire variances, covOD and either covOS or covOGD. Two sets of 1,000 replicates of the data were simulated. These data were used to compare precision and accuracy of SDS and ANOVA estimators, to estimate correlations among SDS and ANOVA estimators, and to study the importance of taking inbreeding into account with SDS methodology. All ANOVA estimators for pggm were biased downward. The SDS procedure had a clear advantage over ANOVA. Averages of SDS estimates were closer to parameter values used to simulate the data and their standard deviations were generally smaller. The standard deviations of both SDS and ANOVA estimates of pggm were very large. It is important to allow for a nonzero nine m (at least when it is negative) when using SDS methods; otherwise estimators of a~m and gggm are biased upward and downward, respectively.
Introduction
Weaning weight is an economically important trait in beef cattle. Weaning weight is a phenotypic value of the calf, but is influenced by both direct and maternal effects. The maternal effect is the combined result of the dam's genes for maternal ability, her permanent maternal environmental effect determined by the environment in which she was raised and the temporary environment in which she expresses that ability. A grandmaternal effect may influence the maternal effect (Koch, 1972) . Improvement in weaning weight depends on both increased preweaning growth potential and improved maternal ability. A negative genetic correlation between direct and maternal effects for weaning weight in cattle (Christian et al., 1965; Deese and Koger, 1967; Hohenboken and Brinks, 1971; Mangus and Brinks, 1971 ; Koch, 1972; Kress et al., 1979; Cantet et al., 1984; Nelsen et al., 1984) and a negative environment covariance between dam and offspring records (Christian et al., 1965; Mangus and Brinks, 1971; Koch, 1972) are suspected. A negative genetic covariance between direct and maternal effects for weaning weight and(or) a negative damoffspring environmental covariance would reduce response to mass selection for weaning weight (Hohenboken and Brinks, t 971 ; Robison, 1981) . Accurate and precise estimation of these covariances is vital in determining optimal selection programs for weaning weight.
Most estimates of direct and maternal effects on weaning weight have been obtained with analysis of variance (ANOVA) procedures that use variance and covariance estimates from selected groups of relatives. Other relationships are ignored or adjusted for. Recently a symmetric differences squared (SDS) method of estimating genetic variances and covariances that uses all known genetic relationships among the animals making the records was developed (Grimes and Harvey, 1980) . The accuracy and precision of variance and covariance estimators derived from SDS or ANOVA methods have yet to be determined. This information is important for the proper interpretation of reported ANOVA estimates.
The objective of this paper was to characterize and compare, via simulation, SDS and ANOVA estimators of variance and covariance components associated with beef weaning weight.
Experimental Procedure
The simulation was based on the pedigree and record structure of a data set of 503 beef weaning weight records collected over 19 yr from a North Dakota State University Angus herd. Little selection had been applied in this herd (Slanger, 1980) . The pedigree structure and number of records per year were detailed by Slanger (1980) . Unique identification numbers were assigned to three unidentified sires and six unidentified dams, since they had grandprogeny with records in the herd. Twelve animals were inbred. Seven, one and four calves had inbreeding coefficients of .125, .1875 and .25, respectively. Genetic relationships were calculated based on the algorithm of Hudson et al. (1982) . This algorithm stores all nonzero elements of a numerator relationship matrix, which it builds using the recursive or tabular method. From the 617 animals in the pedigree structure, 32,445 nonzero relationships were obtained.
The genetic relationships among the 503 animals that had weaning weights were used to form variance/covariance matrices (V) with predetermined values assigned for the variances and covariances. The limited inbreeding was taken into account. The equation used to form V was: + (Ril+Rjk)Oggm + (fl)Ome m + (0002 (1) for individual i with dam j and individual k with dam 1, where ~jl=l if j=l (i.e., i and k are maternal sibs) and 0 otherwise, ~=1 if i=l or k=j (i.e., dam-offspring pair) and 0 otherwise, and a=l if i=k (i.e., yij=Ykl) and 0 otherwise. The R's are Wright's (1922) numerator relationship coefficients between the animals indicated by the subscripts. Values of variances o~ (direct additive genetic effects), o~m (maternal additive genetic effects) and o2m (permanent maternal environmental effects) were all set to 160 kg 2. Values of Oggm (covariance between direct and maternal additive genetic effects) and ae 2 (variance of temporary environmental effects) were set to -32 kg 2 and 352 kg 2, respectively. Two different V's were formed. The value of amem (dam-offspring environmental covariance) was set to zero for the V associated with simulation set 1 and to -160 kg 2 for the V associated with simulation set 2. Zero was the value assumed for all grandmaternal components.
The variance and covariance values meant that the values for O2m/a~,, pggm (correlation between direct and maternal genetic effects), r (repeatability of records of progeny of the same dam), h~ and h~m were .2, -.2, .4, .2 and .2, respectively. The phenotypic variance (a~) was 800 kg 2 (approximate phenotypic variance of the 503 actual records). The ratio of Omem/a ~ was 0 and --.2 for simulation sets 1 and 2, respectively.
A Cholesky (Golub and Van Loan, 1983 ) decomposition matrix T was obtained for each of the two V's such that, for the two respective V's, TT'=V. Each of the two T's was then post-multiplied by each of 1,000 computergenerated vectors of 503 random, normal and independent variables with zero mean and unit variance to obtain two simulation sets, each consisting of 1,000 vectors (x) of 503 weaning weight records.
Four models for weaning weight and SDS methodology were applied to the simulated data. Model 1 was the one given by Grimes and Harvey (1980) :
where Yii is the weaning weight of the ith individual with dam j, g is the direct genetic effect, gm is the maternal genetic effect, m is the permanent maternal environmental effect, e is the temporary environmental effect and # is the mean weaning weight of the herd (assumed to be zero). If the only covariance between elements of the model assumed to be nonzero is Oggm, and inbreeding is not accounted for (INAF), the SDS expectation for model 1 is:
where R, ~jl, variance and covariance components are as defined previously. Expression (3) is exactly the same as that given by Grimes and Harvey (1980) . Model 2 was the same as model 1, hut allowed for a nonzero dam-offspring environmental covariance (Ome m). This is the covariance between the environmental effects that influenced the dam's weaning weight and the dam's subsequent permanent maternal environmental effect.
Models 3 and 4 were adapted from Grimes and Harvey (1980) and Willham (1972) :
where Y'0w is the weaning weight of the i th individual with dam j and grandam w and gn is the grandmaternal additive genetic effect. Model 4 allowed for a nonzero tYmem, while model 3 did not. The SDS expectation for model 4 when inbreeding is not accounted for (INAF) is:
where O~n is the variance of grandmaternal effects, Oggn is the covariance between the direct and grandmaternal genetic effects, and Ogmgn is the covariance between maternal and grandmaternal effects. The SDS expectations for models 1 to 4 are based on the assumption that animals with records were not inbred. Because inbreeding did exist in the data set upon which the simulation was based, and was accounted for in the simulation, SDS estimators based on expectations that accounted for inbreeding (IAF) were also studied. The IAF expectation was derived for each of the four models. The SDS IAF expectation for model 1 is: E(yij--yva) 2 = (Rii+Rkk--2Rik)O ~ + (Rjj+RI1--2Rjl)6"2m + 2(1--~j])o~m + 2(Rij+Rkl--Ril--Rjk)Oggm + 2oe 2, i~k, and (6) the SDS IAF expectation for model 4 is:
with terms as previously defined. If none of the animals is inbred, IAF expectations for models 1 to 4 reduce to their respective INAF expectations.
Biases of SDS estimators that did not account for inbreeding (INAF) were measured from an analytical point of view. Let W be the design matrix for the INAF procedure, R the design matrix for the IAF procedure and p the parameter vector being estimated. The expectation of the INAF estimators is (W'W) -lw'R p. The matrix (W'W) -1W'R was calculated for all four models. Diagonal elements close to one, and off-diagonals close to zero in the resulting matrix, indicate a situation of small bias.
Analysis of variance procedures (Deese and Koger, 1967; Hohenboken and Brinks, 1971; Koch, 1972; Cantet et al., 1984) were also applied to the two simulated sets of data. This allowed for the study of accuracy and precision of ANOVA procedures for the pedigree and record structure of this particular data set, and for comparison of ANOVA and SDS procedures. Expectations of ANOVA variances and covariances used are in table 1. Covariances of offspring and dam (covOD), offspring and sire (covOS), offspring and grandam (covOGD), and offspring and maternal half-aunt or uncle (covOMH) were calculated two ways. First, the progeny or grandprogeny records were averaged (A) for each parent or grandparent record or the average of associated maternal half-aunt and uncle records before calculating the covariance; and second, the parent, grandparent or maternal
half-aunt or uncle records were repeated (NA) for each progeny or grandprogeny record. Expectations of covariances from NA were the expectations or covariances from A multiplied by designdependent constants (C1 through C4 of table 1). Nine of the ANOVA variances and covariances listed in table 1 (os 2, 01, o~s, O~d, O~, covOD, covOS, covOGD and covOMH) were used to estimate the parameters of model 4. Two solution vectors were used for each of the two simulation sets; solution set ALL-A included the A covariances, and solution set ALL-NA included the NA covariances. The estimates from both solution sets were for 0~, O~m, O~n, G2m, Oggm, Oggn, Ogmgn, Oe 2 and Ome m .
Analysis of variance procedures were also used to estimate the parameters of model 2 (grandmaternal effects assumed to be zero). Four different solution sets of the same parameter estimates were obtained. Solution set OS-A used Os: (sire variance), o~ (dam variance), ols (maternal grandsire variance), O2w (within dam variance) and covOD and covOS from A. Solution set OGD-A was the same as OS-A except covOGD from A was used instead of covOS from A. Solution set OS-NA was the same as OS-A except that covOD and covOS were obtained from NA instead of A. Solution set OGD-NA was the same as OGD-A except that covOD and covOGD were obtained from NA instead of A. For solution sets OS~ and OGD-NA, the calculated covariances were divided by their associated constants and the resulting values were equated to the same expectations as those of covariances calculated with averages of records. Phenotypic variance, o~, was not included in any of the solution matrices because its inclusion led to a singular expectation matrix. Contrary to the practice (Hohenboken and Brinks, 1971; Koch, 1972; Canter et al., 1984) of removing covOD from the solution matrix, covOD was left in all four solution matrices because covOD has the only expectation that included the dam-offspring environmental covariance, Omr m . The possible environmental covariance between grandam and grand-offspring records (Willham, 1980) were assumed to be zero, as in Cantet et al. (1984) and Willham (1980) . The estimates from all four approaches were for ol, o~m, O2m, Oggm, Oe 2 and Omem.
A SDS INAF and a SDS IAF solution set for each of the four models, the two ANOVA model 4 solution sets, and the four ANOVA model 2 solution sets were obtained for each of the 1,000 x vectors of the two simulated data sets. Means and standard deviations (SD) for each estimate were calculated, as well as means and SD for estimates of o~, h i, him, r, flggm and Ome m/a~. This allowed for the study of the precision, accuracy and differences of the different methods via simulation. Correlations between estimators of some of the genetic and environmental parameters also were measured using the simulated solution sets.
Results and Discussion
Sixteen SDS and 12 ANOVA solution sets were obtained. However, specific results are presented for only the eight SDS INAF and six ANOVA NA solutions sets. The INAF estimators were biased only slightly because the
diagonal elements of the (W W) W R matrices for all four models were all close to one (X=.990, SD=.019) and the off-diagonals were all close to zero (X=.002, SD=.013). Also, the INAF SDS procedure seemed to out-perform the IAF SDS procedure in both accuracy and precision. The ANOVA NA results are presented because, as predicted by Kempthrone and Tandon (1953) for situations where the correlation between records of members of a genetic group is small, these estimators were more precise.
The results of applying SDS model 1-INAF to the two simulated data sets are shown in ^2 A2 and aggm were noticeably less close to the parameter values than those of simulation set 1, i.e., not accounting for the negative Ome m in the estimation procedure particularly biased the estimators of these parameters. These biases seemed to bias the estimator ofpggm noticeably, but not that of h~m. The results for model 2-INAF for each of the two simulation sets are shown in table 3. Model 2-IAF (Omem=0 and -160 kg 2) was the one used to generate data. In contrast with model 1 results, the averages and standard deviations of the estimates were very similar between the two simulation sets 9 The estimators were not biased by the nonzero Ome m because it was estimated along with the other variance and covariance components. Standard deviations of ~ggm were still large, however.
The results for model 3-1NAF are shown in table 4. Model 3 was an over-specification of the model used to generate the data for simulation set 1 because it included grandmaternal effects. A comparison of the simulation set 1 results of tables 2 and 3 indicates that overspecification increases the variance of the estimators of o~m, o 2, h2m and pggm and the probability of getting a negative estimate of o~m. However, the penalties of over-specification were mild. Model 3 applied to the data of simulation set 2 was both an over-and underspecification because it did not include a nonzero Ome m. The penalties of not using the right model were similar to those associated with simulation set 1. However, the estimator of pggm was more biased downward, but not less precise. Table 5 shows the results of model 4-INAF. Expanding the over-specification of model 3 for simulation set 1 data to include a nonzero Ome m (model 4) changed the results little from those of model 3. The negative Omem was successfully estimated using model 4. Including the estimation of the nonzero ame m of simulation set 2 eliminated the biases in the estimators of the genetic maternal and grandmaternal variance and covariance components.
The simulation results for models 3 and 4 suggested that the estimators of the grandmaternal variances and covariances were, at least, competitive with the estimators of the other variance and covariance components. The variances of the estimators of variance-covariance components depends in part on the values of the components themselves. The associated SD might have been considerably larger if nonzero values had been assumed for the grandmaternal components. However, the ^2 SD for Ogn were between those for ~] and 6]rn, and the SD for ~gmgn were smaller than those for ~m. Standard deviations were largest for bggn.
It is important to include the estimation of ame m if it is negative (as it was with simulation set 2) or, presumably, positive. The averages of ~m and ~ggm for models 1 and 3, and additionally the average of ~)~n for model 3 and the average of ~2m for model 1, were further from assumed values with the second simulation set, which assumed a large negative Omem, than with simulation set 1. These biases did not appear in models 2 or 4, which allowed for the estimation of Ome m. Models 2 and 4 estimated pggm accurately.
Only calculable ~g~rn were used to obtain the averages and SD for ~ggrn shown in tables 2 to 5 because many of the 1,000 simulated data sets for both simulations had negative estimates for a~ and(or) aim. The highest and lowest percentages of calculable #ggm for the eight solution sets were only 67 and 59%. Of these calculable pggm, 16 to 26% were -1 or less. This information is detailed in tables 2 to 5. Perhaps other data sets with more records would have estimates of pggm that would not be as variable as with this data set.
The averages and SD of the ANOVA variances and covariances from simulation sets 1 and 2 are shown in table 6. Estimators of a 2, O], O2w, O~s, O~, covOD and covOMH were fairly precise, but the SD for o~d, covOS and covOGD were large. Although the specific values are not given in table 6, c~vOD and c~vOS averages from A were smaller than the assumed expected values, c~vOD and c~vOS averages from NA were further yet from the expected values, there was a considerable reduction in the SD of c~vOS with NA, and both estimators of covOGD appeared to be accurate.
The results of applying the ANOVA solution set ALL-NA approach to each of the two simulation sets are shown in table 7. Generally, for parameters that included genetic maternal and(or) grandmaternal components, the SD were considerably higher for these two solution sets than for the SDS model 4 solution sets of table 5. The estimators of all of the parameters except those including grandmaternal effects were fairly accurate. The SD of Og ^ 2, ~2m, ~2 and ^2 hg were lower than those of the SDS model 4 solution sets. The averages of bmem and A ^2
Omem/O p were close to the parameter values, but the SD were larger. The SD of/~ggm were high, but were actually lower than the analogous SD for SDS model 4. Of the 1,000 possible ~ggm in each ANOVA solution set, only 62% were calculable, and 41 to 42% of these were less than or equal to -1. The results of applying the two ANOVA model 2 solution sets to the ANOVA variances and covariances estimated with simulation sets 1 (Omem=0) and 2 (Omem=-160 kg 2) are shown in table 8. The averages and SD of the SDS model 2 INAF estimates are included for comparison. The within-simulation set averages and SD of ^2 ~2m, ~e2, ^2 ^2 Og, O'p and hg were the same for the OS and OGD solution sets. However, the OGD estimates of the rest of the parameters were more accurate and the SD smaller than for OS. The estimators including covOS were more biased for o~m, aggm, Omem, Comparing the ANOVA estimates to the SDS estimates, it can be seen that the averages ^2  :2  ^2  2  2  9 for o~, ~m, oe, ~p and ~g did not differ much, and the ANOVA SD for 0~, 02, and ~ were even lower. The averages of the rest of the estimates from the OGD solution sets were very. similar to the SDS averages, with the exception of #ggm, while the SD were considerably larger. The SDS model 2 approach did a much better job than did ANOVA of estimating pggm. While the SDS estimators associated with table 8 include a very small bias due to inbreeding that was not accounted for, the ANOVA estimators also are biased due to relationships that were not taken into account in the estimation of the ANOVA variances and covariances. The averages for/~ggm were extremely large and negative for all four ANOVA solution sets. Of the 1,000 possible /~ggm in each ANOVA solution set, only 59 to 67% were calculable, and 46 to 60% of these were less than or equal to -1. The SDS approach resulted in about the same number of calculable #ggm, but the percentage (25%) less than -1 was much less. The SDS solution sets included more negative estimates of og 2 but fewer negative estimates of o~m than those of ANOVA.
The measured correlations among the estimators of h~, h~m, pggm and Omem/O ~ by the ANOVA and SDS procedures provided further evidence that SDS was preferable to ANOVA. The SDS-estimated correlations for both simulation sets were negative and moderately high (-.18 to -.68) between 0ggm and Omem/O ~ for models 2 and 4 (INAF and IAF). Moderately high, positive correlations (.28 to .50) were found for both simulation sets between h~m and Ome m/og for models 2 and 4 (IAF), while they were lower (-.12 to .26)for models 2 and 4 (INAF). Generally, for both simulation sets, the rest of the estimated correlations between SDS estimators were small and negative.
The correlations among the estimators of the above four parameters between the ANOVA model 4 estimators for both simulation sets also were calculated. The correlations were high and positive between h~m and (lmem/O ~ (.79 and .80), but were moderately low and negative between h~m and pggm (-.16 and -.18 ) and moderately high and negative between pggm and Omem/O~ (-.43 and -.46). The correlations between h~ and the other three estimators were mostly low and positive (X=.06). The correlations between the ANOVA model 2 estimators of the four parameters for both simulation sets also were measured. The results were similar for all four ANOVA solution sets and for both simulation sets. Correlations between h~m and Omem/O ~ were high and positive (.65 to .76) for all four solution sets. There were moderately high negative correlations (-.45 to -.54) between pggm and Omem/O~ for all four solution sets. Almost all the correlations between h~ and the other three estimators were low and positive (X=.12). This was in contrast to the mostly negative corresponding SDS correlations (X=-.13). In general, the measured correlations among the four SDS estimators were smaller or similar to those of ANOVA procedures.
Conclusions
Important conclusions with regard to the data set of this paper can be drawn from these simulation results. All ANOVA estimators of pggm were biased downward. Using covOGD rather than covOS was clearly preferable when grandmaternal components were assumed to be zero and were not estimated. Estimators using covOS were biased slightly upwards for h~m and a negative Ome m/O~, and biased downwards for pggm. Repeating parent, grandparent and maternal half-aunt and uncle records when calculating covOS, covOD, covOGD and covOMH was preferable to averaging records.
The SDS procedure had a clear advantage over ANOVA. The averages of the SDS estimates were closer to the parametric values, and their standard deviations were generally smaller. This was especially true for most parameters associated with maternal effects. The advantage SDS had over ANOVA both in accuracy and precision was striking when the estimation procedures included the estimation of grandmaternal components. The SDS estimators also were more attractive because the correlations among them were generally less than those for the ANOVA estimators. The correlations between the ANOVA estimators of h~m and Ome m/o~ were quite high. The results of this paper give the impression that variance-covariance component estimation procedures that take into account all genetic relationships of a rather complete pedigree offer a substantial improvement to those procedures that do not.
The SD for both SDS and ANOVA estimates of pggm were very large. In fact, almost all the standard deviations were large. This indicates that with this particular data set neither SDS nor ANOVA procedures can estimate the desired parameters precisely.
It is important to allow for a nonzero O'me m (at least when it is negative) when using SDS methods. Otherwise important biases occur for g~m (upward) and Oggm (downward).
